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A Letter from the Chair – Ewan Hilton
At the end of another successful year for Cymorth
Cymru, I am pleased to present this Annual Report.
In the year that Cymorth celebrated its 10th Anniversary, we said
goodbye to interim Director, Christine Rutson, whom we thank for
steering the ship, and welcomed our new permanent Director, Auriol
Miller, in late September.
In addition to our regular policy and influencing activities, a key focus
for us in 2013-14 was working to protect the Supporting People
programme and mitigate the impact of welfare reform on the people
our members support. Our joint efforts with partners ensured that
a likely cut to the Supporting People budget of around 10% was
reduced to a 1% cut – protecting services for the vulnerable people
who need them most.

We are currently nearing the end of our current Strategic Business
Plan (2012-2015), and over the past seven months we have been
consulting with all of our members across Wales to help decide
Cymorth’s future direction and formulate our strategic plan for April
2015 and beyond. This process will help secure Cymorth’s future as
a healthy and sustainable membership organisation in a competitive
sector and challenging funding environment.
Having been appointed Chair of the Board in December 2013, I’d like
to offer my sincere thanks to all past and present Trustees, staff and
members who have supported Cymorth over the last ten years and I
look forward to presenting our new strategic plan in 2015.

Internally for Cymorth it has been a year of transition as we
strengthen our internal systems and processes in preparation for
strategic planning. Cymorth continues to strengthen its transparency
and accountability with the aim of providing a firm foundation on
which to grow, flourish and embrace future opportunities.
In March 2014, our members voted to update our Articles of
Association and Memorandum of Understanding, bringing them
in line with best practice, and signalling our intention to widen our
Board membership to include independent members. We aspire to
continue to model good practice in terms of governance within the
sector and will be undertaking a governance review in 2014-15 in
preparation for implementing these new arrangements.
At our Annual Conference in March, we gathered to celebrate the
first ten years of Cymorth. It was a perfect opportunity to recognise
the value of a membership organisation that spans a number of
sectors, and whose members support the most vulnerable people in
Wales to build the kind of lives we all aspire to.

Ewan Hilton

Chair of the Board of Trustees

A Letter from the Director – Auriol Miller
Since I joined Cymorth Cymru in September 2013, I
have been busy listening to members’ concerns and
priorities, visiting their projects and services, and
learning about the specific challenges our members
face. This has helped prepare the ground for a period
of strategic planning throughout calendar year 2014,
building on the solid successes Cymorth has achieved
in the past ten years.
The listening theme has continued throughout the year and each
individual staff member is now responsible for a more personalised
relationship with approximately 15 member organisations. The aim
is to get to know our membership even better, learn more about
their staff’s skills and expertise, and adapt our services more
appropriately to their priorities and needs. We have maintained a
programme of ongoing active outreach, with regular ‘roadshows’
around the country, eliciting regular feedback and suggestions with
which to inform our new strategic planning process.

in 2014-15 will further enable us to streamline how we work, and
maximise value for money for our members.
As we continue to explore the strategic options in front of us, I am
confident that Cymorth Cymru will continue to develop as a healthy,
sustainable organisation, punching above its weight in terms of its
influence and reach. Our ambition is to exceed people’s expectations
of us as their membership organisation, delivering across a number
of intertwining portfolios, being clear about what and how we can
influence, and working in partnership with others, to protect and
support the most vulnerable in our communities across Wales.
We are fortunate to have a committed and effective staff team,
supported by an engaged Board, and I look forward to leading the
next ten years of Cymorth’s development.

There were a couple of staff departures in the latter half of financial
year 2013-14, and we have taken the opportunity to merge our
Training and Events Manager roles, recognising the relationship
between these functions. We have also invested time in how we
work together as a small, flexible team, focussing on building on our
strengths, streamlining internal communications, and working in a
more coordinated, cross-functional way.
Our new strategic plan will outline how we intend to build on this by
valuing, rewarding and further developing one of our main assets –
our staff team – to deliver against our ambition for excellence in all
that we do. Our appointment of a new part time Finance Manager

Auriol Miller
Director

Cymorth Cymru
Cymorth Cymru is the representative body for organisations working with vulnerable people in Wales. Our members
assist people to find and keep a home and build the life they aspire to, working with people who are vulnerable,
isolated or experiencing housing crisis.

Our vision is:
That all people in Wales are able to build and maintain happy, successful lives that
maximise their independence within welcoming and supportive communities.
Our key aim as an organisation is:
To improve the lives of vulnerable people through working with members, policy makers,
partner organisations and the public to provide an environment in which the quality of
service delivery is maximised.
Our work falls into four key areas:
l

Influencing policy formulation and implementation

l

Raising standards across the sector and sharing good practice

l

Public awareness raising

l

Supporting the development of the sector by providing membership services and additional consultancy
services to members.

Cymorth Cymru in Numbers

1 new Director in 2013/14
9 members supported in 2013/14 through Cymorth’s consultancy services
10 years since Cymorth Cymru was established
Over 16 client groups supported by our members
24 Regional Provider Forums facilitated in 2013/14
45 courses held in 2013/14
Over 125 Cymorth Cymru members
Over 430 event attendees in 2013/14
2,500+ Twitter followers
Over 56,000 vulnerable people supported by the
Supporting People Programme Grant

Policy Formulation and Implementation
The Supporting People Programme Grant (SPPG)
Helping to implement the new governance structure for the Supporting People Programme has remained one of
our biggest areas of activity over 2013/14.
Our activities in this area have included:
l

Successfully campaigning to protect the SPPG from reduction in the Welsh Government’s 2013/14 budget plans. Our joint efforts
with partners ensured that a likely cut of around 10% was reduced to a 1% cut – protecting services for vulnerable people.

l

Representing providers on the Supporting People National Advisory Board (SPNAB) and ensuring that advice to the Minister from
SPNAB was considerate of the wishes of those delivering SPPG services. Our representation has also helped ensure that the SPNAB
are aware of how the Programme is developing at the frontline.

l

Keeping the sector informed of developments within SPPG and enabling feedback through regular email updates, briefing sessions,
consultation meetings and Regional Provider Forums. We have also encouraged providers to proactively work with Regional
Development Coordinators (RDCs) to capture information provided at in-house service user meetings to help inform the work of the
Regional Collaborative Committees (RCCs).

l

Facilitating Regional Provider Forums (RPFs) to ensure the views of providers are represented at RCC meetings via the elected
provider representatives. The RPFs have successfully influenced the RCCs in a number of areas, helping to achieve better
consistency across local authorities within a region.

Policy and Legislation Affecting Vulnerable People
Over the past year we have engaged with and successfully influenced the Housing (Wales) Bill, the Social Services
and Wellbeing (Wales) Bill and work leading to the forthcoming Renting Homes (Wales) Bill.
Our work has included:
l

Working with officials to influence the content of the Housing (Wales) Bill and engaging with the Communities, Equality and Local
Government Committee during the Bill’s passage through the Welsh Assembly. We gave evidence to this committee and helped
to retain the regulation of private landlords and also strengthened the prevention requirements for ex-offenders to help
counter the removal of priority need status for non-vulnerable prison leavers.

l

Reporting on the need for and feasibility of an umbrella body for social value care provision, a piece of work commissioned and
welcomed by Welsh Government. We remain engaged in shaping the new National Care Provider Forum (Wales) and its relationship
with the National Commissioning Board.

l

Supporting the development and implementation of Welsh Governments’ Renting Homes Bill through participation on the Stakeholder
group and dissemination of information to our members. Our influence has meant that the Supported Standard Contract (the
tenancy for supported accommodation) will be used for the duration of an individual’s stay and will no longer automatically
convert to a Secure Contract after 2 years. We will continue to lobby for change in other areas of this legislation in the run up to and
after the Bill’s likely publication in early 2015.

Mitigating the Impact of Changes to Welfare Benefits
Welfare reform has remained an area of concern for our members and the people who use their services.
The impact on supported accommodation has been felt through the application of the bedroom tax and through
benefit sanctions to very vulnerable individuals.
Our work in this area has included:
l

Successfully lobbying for individuals living in ‘excluded’ supported accommodation to not be affected by Universal Credit
(UC). Whilst the introduction of ‘specified accommodation’ will now protect the majority of supported accommodation from UC in the
short term, we will continue to work with our partners in Wales and across the UK to help ensure that supported accommodation is
protected in the longer term.

l

Producing briefings and updating our training programme to ensure workers have the information needed to support the people using
their services.

Raising Standards and Promoting Best Practice
A core strand of Cymorth’s work is developing the sector’s capacity to deliver the best possible services to
vulnerable people.
We do this primarily through our training and events programme.
In 2013-14 we said goodbye to Events Manager, Sian Wilton, and Training Manager, Ian Simpson, and in April 2014 we welcomed Richard Barningham
to the team. Richard oversees both Training and Events in the new combined role of Training & Events Manager.

Training Programme
2013-14 was a busy year for training. We held courses on a wide range of topics and continued to attract delegates
from a good cross section of Cymorth members and non-members alike.
As well as our open courses, we also offer in-house courses which can be tailored to an organisation’s specific requirements.

Training Courses 2013/14
We held 45 courses in total throughout the year

13

In 2013/14 our courses attracted 399 delegates

193

n Open Courses
n In-house Courses

32

206

n

Delegates Open Courses

n

Delegates In-house Courses

The most popular courses were:
l

Motivational Interviewing

l

Support Planning

l

Personal & Professional Boundaries

Delegate feedback was positive from every course we held, with over 95% of delegates rating the content,
usefulness & trainers knowledge as either good or excellent.

“An a mazing trainer who made the course fun and interactive”
“This course more than exceeded my expectations!”
“Great ideas to take back to the tea m”
“The most enjoyable course I have ever done. FAB trainers”

Conference and Events Programme
Throughout the year we held seven events, including one day events, half day strategic briefings, and our
annual two day conference.
For 2014, the theme of our Annual Conference was ‘Linking Different Worlds: Looking Up, Looking Out and Learning’.
Delivered in partnership with Public Health Wales, the conference explored the challenges that are in store for us in Wales, the UK and beyond,
and what we can do differently to continue to make a difference. Over 160 people attended the conference and speakers included Lucian Hudson
from the Open University, Lucie Stephens from the New Economics Foundation and Lee Waters from the Institute of Welsh Affairs.
Other events held throughout the year included:
l

Exploring New Ways of Financing Public Services

l

Housing and Support for Veterans in Wales

l

Extra Care in Wales

l

UK Rough Sleeping Symposium

l

Commissioning: A New Way Forward

l

Sheltered Housing: Managing Change

l

Study tour to Alabare’s supported housing scheme for veterans

l

Transforming Rehabilitation

Across all events in 2013/14 we attracted a total of 437 delegates.

“Very good event – well planned and organised”
“Enjoyed the entire day and learnt a lot!”

Awareness Raising
One of our core areas of activity is to raise awareness of the needs of vulnerable people and the kinds of services
that are available to help them maintain their independence.
This is vitally important as it is only with the support and understanding of the public, partners and key policy makers that we can maximise the
contribution our members make to helping vulnerable people to live the lives they aspire to.
Two events have become central to our activities in this area:
l Promoting Independence Awards

l

Life Begins at Home

Promoting Independence Awards
The Promoting Independence Awards (PIAs) is an annual event that recognises and celebrates the sterling work
that is being done to help some of the most vulnerable members of our society to fulfil their potential and maximise
their independence.

Awards are presented in 12 categories, and over 230 people attended the 2013 ceremony to celebrate the efforts of the sector.

2013 Award Winners
l

Working in Partnership – United Welsh & Vision 21

l

Investing in Staff – Cardiff YMCA

l

Homelessness Prevention – The Wallich

l

Service User Involvement – Charter Housing

l

Supported Living – Cartrefi Cymru

l

Community Engagement – Llamau’s Flooks Café

l

Improving Access to Employment, Training and Skills – Cadwyn

l

Supported Housing Development – United Welsh

l

Working with Rough Sleepers – Swansea Hope

l

Top Team – Grŵp Gwalia

l

Service User Achievement – Brandon Wood from Gwalia’s Brecon Foyer

l

Inspirational Colleague – Paul Thomas from Service Leavers Wales

Life Begins at Home
Our annual Life Begins at Home art exhibition showcases artwork created by people using
supported living services in Wales.
With the general theme of ‘My home’ the exhibition provides a platform for contributors to express what ‘home’ means to
them. The stories that accompany the art help to explain the reasons why people may face difficulty in maintaining a stable
home, and the information provided by member organisations helps to illustrate the services that are available to help.
Once again, Life Begins proved very popular with our members with 95 pieces of artwork submitted, 45 of which were
displayed at the exhibition (at least one from each artist).
The 2013 exhibition was hosted at Cardiff Central Library. ‘Picture 2’ by Ben Maddison of Gwalia was voted as the public’s
favourite artwork, while Kane Goldup from Llamau with ‘My House’ and James Edwards from Cardiff YMCA with ‘It’s a
Cat’s Life’ were voted as runners up. The exhibition was featured on ITV Wales news and included a moving interview
with one of the artists.

Other Awareness Raising Activities
Throughout 2013/14 we continued to build on our social media presence, expanding our reach, increasing
awareness of Cymorth, our members and the work they do, and making useful contacts.
At the end of 2013/2014 we had reached 2,500 Twitter followers.
As part of our efforts to increase public awareness we continued to build relationships with relevant journalists and gained coverage in a variety
of media including Western Mail, Inside Housing, South Wales Argus, Evening Post, Brecon and Radnor Post, Wales Eye and ITV Wales.
To help us raise awareness of the sector amongst politicians, we invited Assembly Members and Members of Parliament to visit our members’
projects and services.

Owen Smith MP visits Gwalia’s Castle House in Treforest.

Supporting the Development of the Sector
A key area for Cymorth continues to be growing our work to support the ongoing development of the sector. This
involves providing a range of consultancy services – above and beyond what members get for their membership fee
– to encourage members to work collaboratively and in consortia, support members to develop social businesses
and link members with relevant opportunities.
In 2013/14 we supported 9 members to work collaboratively and explore opportunities for development - these include Cyrenians, Gisda,
Shelter Cymru, Caer Las, Gwalia, The Wallich, Clwyd Alyn and United Welsh.
Specific projects we worked on in the past year include:
l

Continuing to provide support and guidance to Places of Change Cymru (PoCC) as the next round of European funding draws
ever closer in Wales. The PoCC consortium brings together four Cymorth members, Cyrenians, Caer Las, Shelter Cymru and Gisda,
who hope to lever in significant European funding to tackle poverty and social exclusion across the convergence areas of Wales.

l

Supporting a group of members who have come together to explore opportunities available through the ‘Transforming
Rehabilitation’ programme, which sees the majority of probation services contracted out to independent providers across the UK.
Wales is packaged as a single contract area and therefore collaboration is the best way forward. The four members have engaged
Cymorth on a consultancy basis to help secure subcontracting opportunities.

Cymorth Cymru’s support has been integral to the pla nning of the Places of Cha nge Cymru
(PoCC) homelessness consortiu m application for the 2014-20 structural fu nds progra mme for
West Wales a nd the Valleys. The EU requires that 20% of the fu nds is allocated to combat
poverty a nd tackle social exclusion, a nd Cymorth has helped to raise awareness of PoCC across
its me mber network, so that training a nd e mployment opportu nities ca n be developed for the
growing nu mbers of people supported.’
Conrad Watkins, Cyrenians

Plans for the Future
Our key objective for the future is to ensure we continue to serve our members and the people they support in the
most effective way possible.
We have identified the following priorities for 2014/15:

Policy Formulation and Implementation
l

Continue to help implement the new governance structure
for the Supporting People Programme and ensure the
Aylward Review achieves the best possible outcomes for
people who use housing-related support services

l

Support the development and implementation of policy
and legislation that best meets the needs of the people our
members support

l

Continue to ensure that our members are kept fully
informed of key policy developments

l

Work with Welsh Government and other partner bodies to
mitigate the impact of welfare reform on vulnerable people

l

Continue to make the links between our priority policy
areas – homelessness, housing-related support and
supported living, and social value care provision – across
all elements of the Welsh Government’s Programme
for Government

l

Further develop links with partner organisations from the UK
and Europe in order to facilitate the sharing of best practice.

Raising Standards and Promoting Best Practice
l

Support the delivery of quality services through the ongoing
development of a high quality, relevant training and events
programme which is focused on key current issues

l

Actively promote collaboration and sharing of best practice
by challenging and supporting our members to adapt to
the changing policy environment

l

Expand our social media and traditional media activities to
ensure we are reaching as many people as possible.

Raising Awareness
l

Build on our existing activities to develop public awareness
of the issues people face in maintaining a stable home,
and the services that are available to help

l

Continue to raise awareness amongst policy makers of the
issues people face in maintaining a stable home, and the
barriers that they need to overcome to do this, ensuring
that the voices and experiences of marginalised and
people at risk of homelessness are clearly heard

Supporting the Development of the Sector
l

Develop our consultancy offer to member and non-member
organisations to support them to respond to challenges
and opportunities

Organisational Development
l

Undertake a participatory strategic planning process,
engaging with and seeking feedback from members to
help formulate Cymorth’s new strategic plan for April 2015
and beyond

l

Redevelop the Cymorth Cymru website in order to provide
a more effective platform to help raise the profile of
Cymorth and the work of our members, and support our
influencing work

l

Undertake a full governance review including how we
move to implement our new Articles of Association and
open up the Board to independent members

l

Strengthen our understanding of our members’ interests,
needs and challenges so that we can adapt our
membership services appropriately, flexibly and tailor them
more accurately

Financial Statements
The following figures are taken from the full audited
financial statements of Cymorth Cymru for the year
ended 31 March 2014, approved by the Trustees on
18 September 2014 and submitted to the Charity
Commission and the Registrar of Companies. The
auditors, Haines Watts Wales LLP, whose opinion
was unmodified, have confirmed that this summary is
consistent with the full report.

These summarised accounts may not contain sufficient information to
allow for a full understanding of the financial affairs of the Charity.
For further information the full accounts, auditor’s report on those
accounts and the Trustees’ annual report should be consulted; copies
of these can be obtained from Cymorth Cymru, Norbury House,
Norbury Road, Fairwater, Cardiff CF5 3AS.

2014

2013

£

£

889

2,779

Grant debtors and repayments

79,535

59,018

Cash, being monies held in the bank and in hand

231,005

241,622

311,429

303,419

HM Revenue & Customs

(7,558)

(10,392)

Supplies and other creditors

(52,845)

(39,192)

(60,403)

(49,584)

251,026

253,835

1,284

1,108

Fixed assets
Debtors being what the charity is owed from:

Less: what the charity owes

Leaving what the charity owns
How this was created:
By restricted funds
By un-restricted funds:
Designated funds

51,671

51,671

General funds

198,071

201,056

251,026

253,835

Unrestricted
Funds

Restricted
Funds

2014
Total

2013
Total

372,894

46,500

419,398

401,845

434

-

434

656

-

-

-

545

373,332

46,500

419,832

403,046

Less: Expenditure relating to the provision of charitable services

376,317

46324

422,641

436,103

Net Incoming Resources

(2,985)

176

(2,809)

(33,057)

Total funds brought forward

252,727

1,108

253,835

286,892

Total funds carried forward

249,742

1,284

251,026

253,835

Annual operations: where your money comes from:
Incoming resources from charitable activities
Investment income
Other incoming resources

The financial statements were approved by The trustees and signed on its behalf by Mr E Hilton.

How We Funded Our Activities
The overall net deficit on for the year amounted to £2,809
(2013: 33,057). The deficit on unrestricted funds of £2,985
decreases the funds to carry forward from £252,727 to
£249,742. The surplus on restricted funds of £176 has been
added to the funds brought forward, leaving a balance of
£1,284 being carried forward.
Over this last year we have marginally increased the proportion of resources
spent on supporting members in challenging economic times.

Cost of Charitable activities
by type
n Support – 10%
n Supporting Members – 34%
n Raising Awareness – 24%
n Promoting Good Practice – 32%

10 Years of Cymorth Cymru
At our Annual Conference in March 2014, we celebrated
Cymorth Cymru’s 10th Anniversary.
The history of Cymorth
Cymorth Cymru was initially set up in 2001 as a network
of providers who were concerned that no existing body
was able to lobby fully on behalf of providers or support
the sector in its development.
The introduction of Supporting People funding in 2003 meant that
the need for a representative body campaigning on behalf of the
sector and the people they work with was greater than ever. Cymorth
became a company limited by guarantee in May 2004 before gaining
charitable status in 2006.

Changes
Since its inception, Cymorth has seen many changes:
changes in terms of its remit, its membership, its staff
team and the political context in which it operates.
Over the past ten years our remit has expanded from just representing
providers of housing related support, to encompass representing
any organisation working with vulnerable people in Wales. This in
turn has helped us to grow our membership base.
Since its inception, Cymorth has almost doubled its membership,
growing from 65 members in 2004/5 to over 125 members by the
end of 2013/14.
The Cymorth team has grown in the past ten years, from two
initial members of staff to a team of nine people by late 2014.

The organisation has also seen a change in leadership as we said
goodbye to Director Joy Kent in late 2012. Board member Chris
Rutson steered the ship as Interim Director before Auriol Miller was
appointed as the new permanent Director in September 2013.
With the upcoming General Election in 2015 and the Welsh Assembly
elections in 2016 we expect to see even more changes in the coming
years. Furthermore, with the prospect of continued austerity there are
many challenges ahead, both for the sector and the people they support.
Cymorth Cymru is fully committed to representing and campaigning
on behalf of the sector, and supporting our members to provide the
best possible services to some of the most vulnerable people in our
society – helping them to maximise their independence and live the
kind of lives we all aspire to.

As Cymorth celebrates its tenth
anniversary, I’d like to wish everyone
the strength of character, tenacity and
vision they are going to need to take
the sector through the next few years.

Key Milestones

People often ask me what led me to found
and develop Cymorth, it was pretty simple
really, I knew that housing related support
needed a strong voice and leadership if we
were going to get through the mainstreaming
of support under Supporting People. It was
vital we ensured that the politicians and
officials understood how crucial support was
to the most vulnerable people of Wales.

2004 – Cymorth becomes company limited
by guarantee

I knew I couldn’t do it alone, so I asked some of
the most experienced and visionary people
I knew in the sector to develop a leadership
Board that could help put a strategic plan and
vision together, to ensure service users were
at the heart of what we did and that we could
develop a strong plan for Wales. In those
early days, we didn’t have paid staff, but we
had dedicated people putting in the time on
top of the day job.

2009 – Contributed to the development of
Wales’ second National Housing Strategy

The sector and I owe that first Board sincere
thanks, out of that came Cymorth as we now
know it, out of that came the development
and protection of the funding stream that
supports the most vulnerable people. It has
seen many names, HDG, SNMA, SPRG, SPRG
and now SPPG.
The challenge facing us today is the biggest
we have seen.
I wish Cymorth and its Board the very best,
without the strong leadership and vision that
Cymorth has shown from its very inception,
Wales would have followed England into
all but completely losing this vital funding
stream. I am confident it is up to the task.

Frances Beecher,
founding member of Cymorth Cymru
and Chief Executive of Llamau

2001 – Cymorth formed as steering group
2003 – Supporting People funding
stream introduced

2005 – Held first National Conference
2006 – Cymorth gains charitable status
2007 – Life Begins @ Home campaign launches
2007 – First Promoting Independence
Awards held

2010 – Independent Review of the Supporting
People Programme in Wales is published
2012 – Director of Cymorth, Joy Kent leaves
the organisation and Chris Rutson takes the
reins as Interim Director
2013 – Auriol Miller is appointed as new
Cymorth Director
2014 – Strategic planning process for April
2015 and beyond begins...

Key Cymorth Publications
Bringing it home: putting citizens at the
centre through housing related support (2006)
Homelessness and stock transfer: a guide
to the issues and best practice (2007)
Addressing support accommodation and
care needs in Wales: A ‘thinkpiece’ paper
(2008)
Working with drug users: Guidance for
accommodation providers and other support
services (2010)
Housing-related support in Wales:
Understanding employment in the sector (2010)

Thank You!

We would particularly like to thank to following sponsors and partners
for their support this year:
CIH Cymru

Morgan Cole

Clwyd Alyn Housing Association

North Wales Housing Association

Digartref Ynys Môn

Places of Change Cymru

Family Housing Association

Pro Copy

Geldards Law Firm

Rhondda Housing Association

Gofal

Solas

Grŵp Gwalia

Swansea Young Single Homeless Project

Gwent Regional Collaborative Committee

United Welsh Housing Association

Hafan Cymru

Additional thanks to:
Cardiff Central Library
Holiday Inn
Ikon Creative
Maldron Hotel
Media Resource Centre
Orbit Business Centre
Radisson Blu Hotel

